
How do I get consultation 
support on fundraising?

Case Studies of Fundraising Supporter  

Let us introduce one case to explain our service.
Please feel free to talk to us! 

▼Case: Outline of Consultation 
    Inquirer: International entrepreneur
    Language: English

Reasons of using service: 

He set up a consulting company in Japan to research markets in Japan, China,

and U.S. In their second term, he visited financial institutions to make loans for

recruiting analysts and translators to expand their business. But it didn’t go well.

To receive support for his company’s fundraising, he decided to receive

consultation in Business Development Center Tokyo.

▼The Result of this Case

After receiving support from fundraising supporters, the

international entrepreneur received 6 million yen from

financial institutions as the running cost of his company. 

※The case we introduced above is one example of our support, and 
    it doesn’t ensure the successful loaning for all applicants.

▼Next page: How to receive consultation



You send inquiry mail from Business
Development Center Tokyo’s website

You visit Business Development
Center Tokyo’s service desk

Supporters explain how to make a
business plan in English 

You prepare a business plan in
English

You prepare business plan in 
Japanese

Supporters check contents again to see

if the translation is correct before

submission to financial institutions

▼Next Page: Comments from Previous Inquirers

Supporters provide comments and
suggestions

You and a supporter visit financial
institutions for loaning together
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How to receive consultation

※Own Capital: 5 million yen
※Desired Loan Amount: 10 million yen



COMMENTS 

If you are a entrepreneur visiting Japan, I recommend

you to receive a consultation at Business Development

Center Tokyo! 

from Previous Inquirers

I appreciate that I have met consultants at Business

Development Center Tokyo (BDCT) . Since it is hard for a

startup from overseas to solve all problems by ourselves, the

support from BDCT was very helpful. If you are an entrepreneur

visiting Japan for your business, I recommend getting

consultation at BDCT. I won’t forget that I received amazing

services at BDCT. We will continue to make efforts to make

Tokyo a even better city as a business hub.


